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Minister the Word, Don’t Dispense It 

Randy Patten 

 

Assumptions: 

1.  You believe the Bible to be the inspired, inerrant, sufficient Word of God (2 Tim. 3:16-17). 

2.  You would characterize yourself as a biblical counselor, rather than a secular counselor or 
Christin counselor.  

3.  You believe that the Scriptures are able to accomplish what you cannot (Hebrews 4:12). 

4.  You believe that it is the Holy Spirt that convicts of sin (John 16:7-11) and illuminates/ 
reveals the things of God (1 Cor. 2:10-13). 

5.  You view yourself as, “…servants of Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God”               
(1 Cor. 4:1). 

6.  You desire your counseling methodology to be as wise and effective as possible. 

   

Goals of this Session 

1.  Describe and illustrate two ways of using the Bible in counseling 

2.  Prompt evaluation of your methodology in handling the Scriptures  

3.  Suggest strategies that may help improve counseling effectiveness 

 

Dispensing the Word 

1.  Dispensing the Word involves reading or referring to several passages, providing short 
explanations and surface applications, asking for little or no counselee interaction, omitting the 
passages in homework and little review, if any, in following sessions. 

2.  An illustration from the recording of a pastor in session number two with a couple:  

Time log for each Scripture passage: 
 

1. Ex. 34:6-7 15:14-15:59 45 seconds 
2. Rom. 2:23 20:12-29 17 seconds 
3. Rom. 3:10 20:41-21:29 41 seconds 
4. Rom. 6:23 21:15-22:13 58 seconds 
5. John 3:17-19 22:58-25:25 2 min 27 seconds 
6. John 1:29 26:06-26:21 15 seconds 
7. John 10:11 26:42-28:13 1 min 31 seconds 
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8. Luke 13:3 13:42-14:07 35 seconds 
9. John 3:17-19 32:00-33:56 1 min 56 seconds 
10. 2 Cor. 5:9 53:52-55:39 1 min 47 seconds 

 
3.  Another illustration from a female counselor (watch Power Point) 
 
4.  Each counselor in the above illustrations was biblically knowledgeable and used the Bible to 
try to help the counselee(s). These are commendable traits. But was it excellent biblical 
counseling? 
 
5.  What would motivate a biblical counselor to dispense the Word? 
 A.  We tend to teach the way we have been taught. 
 B.  Thinking that if one verse is good, four verses are four times better 
 C.  More verses are more convincing, more powerful  
 D.  To impress the counselee(s) that we really know the Bible 
  
 
Ministering the Word 
 
1.  Ministering the Word involves selecting a key verse/passage, careful exposition, confirming 
the counselee’s understanding, improving his understanding, applying the biblical truth to the 
counselee’s circumstances, including the passage in homework and reviewing it in multiple 
future sessions.  
 
2.  Steps in ministering the Word 
 A. Select key, appropriate passage. Read it together. 
 B. Unpack / explain it. 
 C. Ask, Have I been clear? 
 D. OK, good. Now, you reread the verse/passage and then explain it to me. 
 E. Polish up their explanation. 
 F. Begin applying the truth of the passage to the counselee’s circumstances. How should      
     these truths affect your thinking and behavior when   _______ happens next week?  
  *Avoid glittering generalities. Be specific! 
  *Consider the value of role play 
 G. Assign the passage for meditation / memorization.  
 H. Ask the counselee to log when he/she thought and acted in a specific situation out of   
      love for Christ and obedience to the Scripture.  
 I.  In future sessions, keep pushing the understanding of the Scripture and its application      
     to the counselee’s life. Regularly demonstrate the relevance of the teaching and   
     homework to the counselee’s presentation problems. 
 
3. God’s Word should impact our thinking, motives and behavior. Focus on change in each area. 
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Scriptures that Encourage a “Minister the Word” Strategy 
 
1. Jeremiah 3:15  
 A.  The context is a call to repentance. 
 B.  A reward for repenting will be shepherds who will feed you both knowledge and          
       understanding.  
 C.  Knowledge and understanding are two different things. 
 D.  You can have knowledge without understanding but you cannot have understanding   
       without knowledge.  
 
2.  Colossians 1:9-10 
 A.  Paul prays for spiritual knowledge, wisdom and understanding. It seems that he   
       views them as separate matters but related. 
 B.  These three are manifested in personal godliness and fruitfulness. Verse 10 is our   
       goal for counselees. 
 C.  Note the progression from knowledge, wisdom and understanding to personal          
      godliness and fruitfulness to more godly knowledge.  
 
Minister the Word Properly 
 
1.  Interpret the Scriptures accurately in their historical, grammatical context. 
 
2.  Be alert to the intended audience. 
 
3.  The most frequently mishandled Scripture I encounter in supervision are Jeremiah 2911, 
Matthew 7:24-27 and 1 Corinthians 10:13. 
   
 
Application Strategies 
 
1.  Minimize the “running commentary” during sessions. This is usually just dispensing the 
Word. 
 
2.  Consider the value of “hard turns” during counseling. When you are gathering data, stay 
focused on gathering data. When you are teaching, resist the temptation to anything but 
ministering the Word. Complete the task at hand and then make a hard turn to the next activity.  
 
3.  Seek continuity between what has been taught and discussed in the session and what is 
assigned in homework. Continuity contributes to both knowledge and understanding. 
  
4.  Limit your teaching to one key passage.  
 
5.  Periodically record a counseling session and then listen to it with a critical ear. Note the time 
stamp for various segments and evaluate your efforts.  
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Recommended Resources: 

Adams, Jay. Christian Counselor's Manual. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1973.   

Meehl, Scott. Loving Messy People. Wapwallopen, PA: Shepherd Press, 2020.   

Tripp, Paul David. Instruments in the Redeemer's Hands. Phillipsburg, NJ: P & R Publishing, 2002.   
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